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Abstract
As buildings are one of the highest energy consumers from all over the world, there is special need to focus on how to mitigate energy consumption through regulation and policy. Responding this necessity, the concept of green building is being implemented in many countries along with Indonesia as an alternate to the traditional building concept. However there is slow movement in implementing this concept, especially in Indonesia. From legal viewpoint this paper will aim to answer why the Indonesian green building sector is not well developed. The method used in this paper is normative legal research. The analysis finds that the slow movement is due to the lack of the regulatory framework on its subject. Moreover, there is only little support from the government toward policies that might drive growth of the green building development. In light of this, there should be robust and strong regulation. This can be achieved at the national level by regulating green buildings and also having government policies that encourage the development of green buildings.
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A. Introduction

As an international movement, “green building” emerged in the early 1990s and has now developed globally. Because of this, it has inevitably influenced Indonesia as one of the developing countries. However, compared to other countries Indonesia is quite late to the green building movement. Compared to Malaysia and Singapore as the member of the ASEAN, Indonesia is far behind these countries. In 2005, Singapore launched its green building rating tool system named Green Mark Scheme, while it was not until 2010 when Indonesia implemented green building criteria within the infrastructure development. The green building rating tool GREENSHIP was introduced by the Green Building Council of Indonesia (GBCI) in 2010. Meanwhile there are only three regulations that regulate the green building in Indonesia of which 2 regulations are on national level and the other regulation is set up under the local government authority. Those regulations are The Ministry of Environmental Decree Number 8 Year 2010 on Criteria and Certification of Eco-friendly Building, The Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing No. 02/PRT/M/2015 on Green Building and The Governor of Jakarta Decree Number 38 Years 2012 on Green Building.

One of the important reasons underlying the establishment of green building rating tools and its regulation in Indonesia is due to climate change mitigation action. In 2009, the World Business Council for Sustainable Development stated most countries building stock is responsible for not only 40% of energy consumption and generating a massive amount of greenhouse, but also for the great amount of water consumption. Furthermore, the pollution generated from either the construction or operation of buildings should also be taken into account.\(^1\) In other words, buildings are both a major user of energy and greenhouse gas emitters.\(^2\)

In addition to climate change mitigation action, the establishment of green building rating tool in Indonesia is to also actualize the sustainable building concept consistently. This is paramount since by applying the green building concept, there are a lot of potential environmental, economic, financial and social benefits that can be taken.\(^3\) For example, by implementing the green building concept not only the building operating cost, resource consumption and waste also can be reduced. This also has a positive flow on effect as it may improve the working and living quality of the occupants.\(^4\) Furthermore, there is evidence from United State that tenants have moved from conventional buildings to buildings certified under the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)\(^5\). This is due to
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3. Bao Xia et al., loc.cit.
5. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design or LEED is an established and widely used green building rating system in the United State and managed by the United State's Green Building Council.
the understanding it may improve health and productivity\textsuperscript{6} resulting from the improved indoor environmental quality because of the green building.

However, the implementation of the green building concept and especially the green building rating-tool is very slow in Indonesia. Testament to this is the total number of the green buildings that actually exist in Indonesia. To date there are only 8 green buildings certified under the GREENSHIP.\textsuperscript{7} Comparing that figure to Singapore who in 8 years after having it applied there, have more than 1,500 buildings certified under the Green Mark.\textsuperscript{8} Furthermore, in Malaysia after 3 years of its application, there are approximately 100 buildings certified under the Green Building Index.\textsuperscript{9} Based on the background, this paper is trying to answer the reason behind the slowly improvement on Indonesian green building development.

B. Research Method

Method used in this research is normative legal research with descriptive approach. This study is based on secondary data availability. Secondary data obtained through library research by using sources in the form of legislation, books, journals and articles. The analytical methods used in this research are qualitative analysis.

C. Analysis

1. Indonesian Green Building Legal Framework

a. Regulation on Green Building and Its Challenges

In 2009 at the G-20 Summit forum held in Pittsburg, a 26% target of carbon emission reduction was determined to be achieved in Indonesia by 2020 and also up to 41% with international help.\textsuperscript{10} One of the focuses on reducing the carbon emission is in the construction area since it contributes major amount of carbon.\textsuperscript{11} More than 60% of gasses generated by the construction industries consist of $\text{CO}_2$, $\text{SO}_2$ and methane gas.\textsuperscript{12} Furthermore the building sector is known as the substantial of energy user. Based on data released by the United State Energy Information Agency, energy consumption in Indonesia increased by 44% in the period of 2002 to 2012\textsuperscript{13} and is likely to increase for 9% by 2019. Additionally, according to the Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology (BPPT) Indonesia’s energy consumption in 2000 could be separated into sectors such as residential, industry,
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transport, commercial and other sectors. They consume around 38.8%, 36.5%, 18.2%,
2.7%, and 3.8% respectively. In general total
energy consumption for the built environment
was around 78% of total energy consumption
in 2000. The energy consumption in the
built environment is mainly as a result of air
conditioning and lighting systems.

Therefore in order to achieve the goal
of reducing emissions (particularly in built
environmental sector) and to actualize the green
building principles, the government issued
several regulations related to buildings. At the
national level there are two regulations namely
the Ministry of Environment Decree Number
08 Year 2010 on Criteria and Certification of
Eco-friendly Building and the Regulation of the
Minister of Public Works and Public Housing No.
02/PRT/M/2015 on Green Building. However
these regulations are not considered sufficient
enough to support the development of green
buildings in Indonesia since Law Number 12
Year 2011 on Legislation Drafting to some extent
make the ministerial decree legal standing
unclear. Consequently, the binding effect of this
kind of regulation to the local governments is
ambiguous and debatable.

Article 7 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 12
Year 2011 on Legislation Drafting, the hierarchy
of regulations in Indonesia is:
1. The Constitution of The Republic Indonesia
Year 1945;
2. The Provision of People’s Consultative
Assembly
3. Law/ Government Regulation In Lieu of Law;
4. Government Regulations;
5. Presidential Decree;
6. Provincial Regulations; and
7. District Regulations.

Additionally, Article 7 Paragraph 2 contends the
legal force of these legislations in accordance
with the hierarchy as referred to in article 7
Paragraph (1).

Based on Article 7 paragraph (1) and (2), it
can be seen that the ministerial decree is not
included in this hierarchy of legislation. Yet this
is mentioned in Article 8 Paragraph (1) of the
Legislation Drafting Law. This article asserts
the types of legislation apart as referred to in Article 7 Paragraph 1 is including the regulation
set by the minister. The legal binding force of
this regulation is recognized as long as it is
formed based on the order of higher legislation,
or in accordance with the authority of the
institution/body. From this provision there are
two requirements for legislation to have the
binding force. These being formed based on
the order of higher legislation, or in accordance
with the authority of the organ. However in
legal doctrine it is only known as two kinds
of legislation based on basic authority of its
formation. These being the legislation formed
on the basis of the attribution and the legislation
formed on the basis of delegation.
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The attribution is defined as the creation of the authority of a new legislation by the Constitution or by the legislators to a state organ, either that already existing or newly formed for a certain purpose.

For instance, the attribution legislation in the Indonesian Constitution is including Law, Government Legislation in Lieu of Law, Government Regulation and Local Regulation. Meanwhile delegation in the legislation framework is defined as the transfer of the authority to establish rules from delegator to delegate and the responsibility to implement this delegation is fully in the delegate hands, while the responsibility of the delegator is limited. An example of this is when the law orders to further regulate a matter into ministerial decree. The ministerial decree is then formed based on the order of the higher legislation and is categorized as the delegated legislation.

In fact, the Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing on Green Building is not formed under the attribution or delegation basis. It is formed based on the rule of the Article 8 Paragraph 2 of the Law on Hierarchy of Legislation, which for some scholars the legal standing of this regulation is contentious. There is a need to further study especially related to the hierarchical characteristic of legislation as the legal norm where the lower legislation will always find its validity to the higher legislation. Besides, in order to support the green building development in Indonesia, there is a need to establish a stronger regulation such as Law on Green Building which is applied nationally and has stronger legal force than ministerial decree.

Furthermore, the Ministry of Environmental Decree on Criteria and Certification of Eco-friendly Building generally regulates the criteria of a green building and how to get a certification once the building fulfills these criteria. Besides, this ministerial decree regulates the institution who gives a certificate of eco friendly building or green building and also regulates that the certification body should be a legal entity, have a quality management system, include controls for the use of certificates and have energy assessors who are competent in the field of green buildings environment. Presently, the only certification body that exists in Indonesia is the GBCI. They established three rating tools called GREENSHIP New Building which was launched in 2010, GREENSHIP Existing Building launched in 2011 and GREENSHIP Interior Space launched in 2012.

If fact, even the GBCI already release these rating tool systems, until recently there are only 8 buildings that are certified under the GREENSHIP rating tool system. Compared to other countries in Asia, such as Singapore and Malaysia, the achievements of GBCI in Indonesia are relatively low which may be due to the weak legal support for the GBCI. It appears GBCI does not have nationwide legal
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support or the legitimacy as an independent body to release building permits toward the GREENSHIP mechanism. There is no support from the higher legislation such as Law or Government Regulation, since support by the Ministry Decree is not strong enough to back up the implementation of GREENSHIP rating tool in Indonesia. In many other countries those kinds of institutions are built and supported by Law or Government Regulation.

Compared to the Ministry of Environmental Decree on Criteria and Certification of Eco-friendly Building, the content of the Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing on Green Building is more complex. There is much scope of the later regulation which includes the principle of green building, the types of buildings that bear the requirements of green building, green building requirements, certification, incentives for implementation of green buildings and the role of the community. However this regulation seems unimplemented by local governments to give the authority permitting the development of building in their areas. This has happened since there is no higher legislation that binds the local governments to implement this regulation. There is no legal consequence if the local governments are not applying it. The general Law number 28 of 2002 on Building also does not regulate anything related to the green buildings. This law only regulates some requirements related to the development of a building in a ‘traditional’ way.

Moreover when looking further into existing legislations including the Building Law and the Law number 23 of 2014 on Local Government (Local Government Law), the local government has an authority to regulate buildings and any permit that is associated with it. This can be seen in article 35 Paragraph 4 of the Building Law. This article mentions ‘Construction of buildings can be carried out after the technical plan of the building was approved by the Local Government in the form of building permits, except for the special function buildings’. Meanwhile according to the Local Government Law which embraces the local autonomy principle, the local government is responsible for the concurrent government affair given by this law. The concurrent government affairs consist of mandatory and optional affairs, where buildings are categorized as basic service under the mandatory affairs and local government has authority to grant the building permits and certificate of building feasible function.

Regarding the local level, there is only one regulation applying to green building which belongs to the Jakarta Capital Region namely
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the Governor of Jakarta Decree Number 38 Years 2012 on Green Building. On paper this regulation appears quite complete, yet the supporting policies from national and local governments are needed to ensure regulation can be implemented and followed by other local governments.

b. Legal Framework on Green Building In Jakarta Province

As discussed previously, authority to grant permits in the building sector belongs to local governments. Hence the existence of local regulations in relation to green building is very necessary, especially when there is lack of legislation at the national level. This is intended to encourage the development of the green building in Indonesia under the certain legal framework. Generally speaking, the presence of local regulation on green building will be very important in the way that this regulation will assist the local government as the licensor on building construction in monitoring, enforcement and also creating regulatory policy related to the green building in their own territory. Despite the importance of local regulations for green buildings, so far only Jakarta Province has such regulation as seen in Governor of Jakarta Decree Number 38 Years 2012 on Green Building. The final objective the Governor of Jakarta Decree on Green Building is to achieve sustainable development, particularly by meeting the reduction target of energy consumption by 30% and water consumption by 20% compared to the consumption in conventional buildings.

The Governor of Jakarta Decree on Green Building is a mandatory regulation that is subjected to all buildings located in Jakarta that fulfill some specific requirements. Since this is mandatory, this regulation should be implemented and enforced, whilst also having the ability to be revised when necessary as building development in Jakarta changes. This Governor Decree regulates some types of buildings namely office buildings, shopping centers and residential buildings with an area of more than 50,000 square meters. This is also used to manage the establishment of hotels and health facilities with an area of more than 20,000 square meters and educational facilities with more than 10,000 square meters in total. This regulation is applied not only to new buildings but also to buildings that are under construction as well as existing buildings. According to this regulation, green building criteria have been included as part of issuing of the green building permit.

Based on data presented by the Jakarta Province, 3 years after the Governor of Jakarta Decree on Green Building enacted, there are
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43 The Governor of Jakarta Decree Number 38 Years 2012 on GreenBuilding, Article 2.
around 260 buildings with a total area of nearly 15 million square that is complied with this Governor Decree. This figure is equivalent to the total potential reduction of greenhouse gas effect to 605 thousand metric tons per year, the potential energy savings of more than 850 thousand MWh annually and electricity savings of up to US $ 68.3 million.

Despite of the total number of the buildings that is already complied with the Governor Decree, energy saving and emission reduction achieved, this regulation is still considered as an ineffective tool to reduce the level of energy consumption and to actualize the sustainable development. There are some reasons why this regulation seems ineffective. Firstly, the scope of its implementation on the green building criteria is only applied to the new buildings development, while the criteria of the existing building not as tight as the new building criteria. Besides, there is no obligation for the existing buildings to be upgraded as green buildings, since there are hundreds of buildings built before this regulation was enacted. Secondly, this Governor Decree is only applied to some types of building with certain area and function. In fact, there is no obligation for buildings which the area is below than the area set forth in the Governor Decree. Thus, these considerations should be integrated in the amendment of this Governor Decree in order to enhance its effectiveness in regulating green building in Jakarta Province.

In additions, since this regulation is categorized as control and command based regulation, limitation exists related to the nature of its characteristics, accordingly the implementation of this regulation may be inappropriate. It is said that even though the command and control based regulation is successful in bringing a better practice in the environmental protection, this approach may not be the best solution to address modern environmental problems. The categorization of the Governor of Jakarta Decree on Green Building as a control and command based regulation relies on fact that this regulation consists of standard setting that should be followed and prohibit certain forms of actions by giving a sanction or punishment. To some extent the command and sanction given in this regulation seems unable to make people obey the regulation. In fact the effectiveness of this regulation is hard to be achieved especially related to the enforcement. When it comes to the enforcement, the main question is how much of those resources or funds are owned by the government, especially since enforcement is expensive. Moreover the method used to prove the contention and the impact of the enforcement is vague. Hence in order to achieve its objective, there should be an alternative strategy given in this regulation, such as moving toward an incentive-based approach rather than a disciplinarian one.

48 Ibid.
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2. Tax Incentives for the Development of Green Building Industry

As an alternative to extremely strict command and control based regulation, incentive-based approach could be implemented. As per the later approach, those who pollute the environment can be encouraged to obey the regulation by imposing negative or positive taxes or by providing grant or subsidy from the government budget.\(^{51}\) In the Indonesian green building case, the most appropriate method under the incentive-based approach is to promote the green buildings development by providing positive taxes or tax incentives. This is based on the fact that the method is the least expensive way to be achieved and it can be done by government rather than subsidy or grant. Moreover this is important for the developers, constructors or the owners of the building since they could get direct benefit from the reduction of the tax that should be paid.

A tax incentive is a policy released by the government to lower a person tax obligation either by reducing its payable amount (credit reduce) or by reducing a percentage of the tax that should be paid (tax deduction).\(^{52}\) The tax incentive policy is seen as important not only for new buildings, but also especially for the existing buildings. This is due to energy efficiency in existing is responsible for a significant amount of greenhouse gas emissions that are generated primary from the energy consumption for heating, cooling, lighting and the operation of electrical equipment.\(^{53}\) By giving the building owners a tax incentive, the possibility of them applying the green building criteria is bigger rather than without this incentive. Furthermore for governments this kind of incentive also helps to cut the total number of greenhouse gas emissions. A report released by IPCC estimates that there is a possibility to reduce more or less 29\% of the total of global GHG emission.\(^{54}\) Other benefits apart from emission reduction might also be increasing energy security, improving health for the occupants and ensuring achievement of other objective sustainable development.\(^{55}\)

In US policy scheme, the tax reduce mechanism is considered more valuable than the tax deducted mechanism.\(^{56}\) The example of the tax incentive given by the United State federal government is contained in the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA) that revise the Energy Policy Act of 2005.\(^{57}\) In the EESA, tax incentives related to the commercial building is regulated under section 179D. Originally, owners of the building are required to capitalize all of the costs released by a building including the cost of building improvement or retrofits and than depreciate the total cost over 39 years.\(^{58}\) However under

\(^{51}\) Ibid.
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section 179D, owners of the building are allowed to deduct certain costs resulted from the energy efficiency rather than capitalize it. Therefore the cost recovery could be gained faster than compared to cost recovery of a building that is not benefiting from the tax incentive.59

The tax incentive applied by the US Federal government could be a good policy to encourage the development of green building in Indonesia, especially since the tax incentive scheme applied by the United State Federal Government is considered more equitable for the green building owners. In other words, the more they reduce their emission the more they may get the tax reduction. However, until recently there has been no such tax incentive applied in Indonesia. So far incentives provided by the government for green buildings owners and or managers are simply related to the administrative such as licensing facility60 and promotion or publication61 and also in the form of technical assistance for green building pilot project.62 The only financial benefit is in the form of levy licensing relief and service fee waiver.63

3. The Application of Green Building Rating Tool System and Life Cycle Analysis as the Driver of the Green Building Development

a. Green Building Rating Tool System

Besides the robust and certain legal framework, the development of green buildings should also be supported by government policy. One of the ways is to encourage industries to comply with the green building rating tool system. Even though the green building rating tool system in Indonesia has not been supported by a proper legislation, the application of the green building rating tool system might help to encourage the industries comply with the criteria and could give benefit for the government as well.

It is realized that the intention of the building constructors to implement the green building rating tool criteria varies between one and the other. Some developers apply these rating tools criteria merely because of environmental reasons, but the majority of developers do it because of the financial advantages.64 This is due to the consideration that these systems related to energy saving by applying the standard of green construction features such as solar heating, natural lighting, reduce water and energy used might assist in gaining economic benefits.65 These green features

59 Ibid.
60 The Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing No. 02/PRT/M/2015 on Green Building, Article 28, Paragraph 3.
61 The Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing No. 02/PRT/M/2015 on Green Building, Article 28, Paragraph 3.
62 The Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing No. 02/PRT/M/2015 on Green Building, Article 28, Paragraph 3.
63 The Regulation of the Minister of Public Works and Public Housing No. 02/PRT/M/2015 on Green Building, Article 28, Paragraph 4.
65 Ibid.
are very important since they are seen as the marketing tools, or in other words they are used as a foundation to charge a higher price to the customers. In this sense, the developers are depending on the good public perception and public trust to be able to sell more of their product.

For the government, the benefit that might be taken if there are more users of the green building rating tool systems is that these systems support the government objective in achieving sustainable development and climate change mitigation as mentioned in some legislations. Besides, these systems might help the government to cover its shortfall in the licensing system where generally there is only limited green building expertise in the government office. In addition, these systems might also facilitate the government’s performance in monitoring and evaluation because of the assistance from independent professional institutions.

Some of the standards set in the green building rating tool system that might be applied in Indonesia are the energy efficiency approach in new building and life cycle analysis (LCA). Globally the construction sector and building maintenance consume not only 40% of a total amount of world’s energy, but also 65% of all electricity and raw materials. Consequently this is important for the government to issue policies that support energy efficiency. The primary principle of the energy efficiency in a building is to consume less energy for cooling, heating and lighting without reducing the amenities of the people who use the building.

Some benefits could be taken as a result of the energy efficiency namely reducing the consumption of fossil fuel, minimizing the life-cycle cost and environmental impact, improving the indoor environment and increasing the productivity of those who work in the building.

Logically, it is more cost-effective to integrate the energy efficiency strategy into the design of new building rather than to upgrade the existing building since a new building provides flexibility in measurement criteria. Some strategies that might be applied in the new building design including integrated design and passive design.

In integrated design approach, the developers could choose energy saving elements. For example, they could use special glass windows that might allow the daylight without increasing the indoor temperature. Also heating systems that consume less energy, efficient ventilation and air conditioning options. However, to achieve the maximum energy efficiency, all these elements should be integrated with structural characteristic of the building and natural environment where the building exist. On the other words, since building is a complex system, all these elements should work together to achieve the best perform of energy saving.
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In order to encourage the integrated design by the developer some Countries are using LEED rating system. The LEED rating system is a voluntary rating system that governed by USGBC to evaluate the building environmental performance over its lifetime. Meanwhile the LEED International Roundtable consists of representatives of 21 countries and each of them applies LEED rating system that have already adjusted with their local condition. In addition so far LEED has been registered projects in 133 countries. In the United State LEED is leading in the market of commercial buildings with 90% of commercial buildings being certified under the LEED rating system.

Besides its popularity, there are challenges facing the LEED rating tool system. Some scholars think that the LEED program is not run by the rating system, yet it is considered as a checklist of requirements to guarantee the performance of the green buildings. As a result a question around the effectiveness of the LEED program in reducing energy consumption and improving energy often occurs. However some studies prove that the LEED program helps reducing energy consumption and also increasing energy performance. For example in the Cascadia Region of the United States, in 2006 Turner researched the performance of 11 buildings and found that their performance was better than conventional buildings. Also in 2008, Fowler and Rauch examined 12 Federal Buildings which designed based on energy saving strategy and found that these building saved around 25-30% of energy consumption compared to the conventional commercial building in the United States.

Besides the integrated design, passive design also has an important role in energy efficiency approach in green building. Generally passive design could be defined as design that takes benefit from natural energy flows to maintain the comfort temperature inside the building, whilst decreasing the dependency on mechanical heating and cooling. This design is very popular in European countries. Some standards that used in Europe among others are German Passivhaus, the British Code for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM. The Passivhaus standard is known as a leading standard in Europe by certifying around 25,000 projects in Europe. It rules that building should be designed as much as possible to reduce the using of energy for heating and cooling. In order to achieve this goal, a building design should include a high performance level of insulation.
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and ventilation system to keep the loss of the heat inside the building so that traditional heating and cooling systems become less important.\textsuperscript{84} The implementation of \textit{Passivhaus} system in a tropical country such as Indonesia at first is questionable due to being originally designed for the application in European countries that have a different climate,\textsuperscript{85} however the newest revision of the \textit{Passivhaus} standard has been included requirements for the Mediterranean region also.\textsuperscript{86}

b. Life Cycle Analysis

Until recently, the notion that the green building development requires a higher cost than the conventional building is a drawback for the green building development.\textsuperscript{87} Thus there should be a measurement tool to calculate all the costs generated that relate to the building lifecycle and the aggregate benefit to society. One of the tools mentioned is Life Cycle Analysis (LSA). LCA is a comprehensive approach in examining the whole impact of a building to the environment. Its purpose is to quantify the energy and material flows generated from every phase of the building life cycle.\textsuperscript{88} This approach is used as ‘a basic analysis for many performance-based sustainability design approach’.\textsuperscript{89} The application of the LCA to a new design could give not only a clear calculation of a current energy used but also calculation of long-term energy used, environmental and social impact.\textsuperscript{90}

By using the tool, it is expected that building developers interested in developing the green building rather than the conventional one, will see the actual cost. Furthermore the chance to reduce the energy consumption is bigger than without applying this tool. For example, as a building consumes most of its energy during its service life, which is about 90\% of its total life cycle energy generated,\textsuperscript{91} the decision in an appropriate design is needed during the pre-construction phase and LCA may inform the developers to choose the right design before building commences.

D. Conclusion

In conclusion, the slow development of green buildings in Indonesia is greatly impeded by the lack of legal framework in green building sectors. A Law in national level is needed to regulate the green building so that the local government could use it as a strong legal basis to create a local regulation in green building. In addition, some policies could be adopted by the government to encourage the building industries to build more green buildings such as the tax incentives, the implementation of green building rating tool system especially by implementing the integrated and \textit{Passivhaus}}
design. Furthermore, LCA could also be a good way to help green building industries in measuring their actual cost in energy efficiency. In other words, the government should be able to combine between the command and control based regulation and market based regulation, because control and command alone will not be able to support the green building development in Indonesia.

In the case of Jakarta Provincial Decree, there should be revision on the existing green building energy efficiency strategy in Jakarta based on consideration that the criteria applied for new building is more stringent than existing building, while in practice there are a lot of existing building that is operated in traditional way and there is no obligation for the existing buildings to be upgraded as green buildings. Besides, this Governor Decree is only applied to some types of building with certain area and function. In fact, there is no obligation for buildings which the area is below than the area set forth in the Governor Decree.
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